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The B-G News
Serving a Growing University Since 1920

Tuesday, Jan. 18, 1966

Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio

Charge
Election
Violations

Regents Pass

2 Ph.D. Plans
Ph. D. programs in speech and
educational administration for
the University were approved by
the Ohio Board of Regents last
Friday.
The Board also adopted a new
policy on admission to stateassisted colleges and universities which directs them to
"abide by the letter and spirit of
Ohio law." The policy statement makes a distinction between commuting students, who
live at home, and residential
students, who live on campus.
Applications from students who
will reside on the campus will be
accepted on a first-come, firstserved basis, except that the
student's high school record also
may be taken into consideration.
Universities are authorized to
assign commuting students to
late afternoon or evening classes
if day classes are refilled.
Otherwise no limitations are put
on the admission of commuters.

Student Court this week will
subpoena seven freshmen who are
charged with allegedly violating
the University's election policy
in the recent freshman elections.
Under the policy, section 2,
article F, number 2, states:(I)
campaign posters may be displayed in designated areas only,
(2) posters may be displayed in
residents halls with permission
by head residents only (3) all
campaign materials will be removed by 9:00 pjn. of election
day."
The head residents of Rodgers
and Founders quadrangles reported the violators to the Student Elections Board. The names
were then referred to Student
Council.
Ray Mundy, Student Court Jus. tice, said "though the violators
may not have posted the campaign
materials themselves, they are
still responsible for the display
l*and removal of such items."
He added, "if the violators are
guilty of the charges, a $5 to
^$10 fine may be imposed."
Those subpoenaed are ■ Mary
Beth Galrenya, materials on staff
bulletin boards in Rodgers Quad;
MCay Van Borg, handbills under
Rodgers Quad doors; Pat DiPlacido, flagrant violations in Rodgers Quad doors; Pat DiPlacido,
"flagrant violations in Rodgers
Quad halls, including displays
outside entrances; Don Bruns,
^materials on the walls and bulletin boards in Rodgers; Carol
Ringer, materials on bulletin
boards, students doors, and corTldor doors in Rodgers; Pave
Rosell, materials still posted
[ after election; and Dan Szucs,
^.materials still posted after
I election.
The trial is set for Feb. 7.

f.

AND I paid $2.50 for this seat! Tom
Charles Perry, director of development
president, seems to be saying to the
camera. Tom's father sits above hime,
by Mike Kuhlin.

Perry, 4, the son of
and assistant to the
lens of the inquiring
keeping score. Photo

Automated Rush
Plan Explained
Computerized sorority rush
was explained to Panhelleic
Council ar yesterday's meeting
by Phil Armstrong of the University's computer center.

Machines And Musicians To Perform
'The Electronic Age' Tonight
Several machines and two live
[musicians will star In "The Elec'tronic Age," the sixth program
(in the "Perspectives in Music"
] series at 8:15 pjn. tonight in
I Recital Hall.
Bertram and Nancy Turetzky
from the Hartt College of Music
[of the University of Hartford
iConn.) will present a program of
I contemporary selections and
I music composed by machines.
Special tape recorders playing
I scores composed according to
mathematical formulae will ac| company the pair.
The Turetzkys also will »ive
|a lecture and demonstration of
'Recent Developments in New
iMusic," at 3 p.m. today in the
| Recital Hall. This informal session is open to students and
I faculty.
This eveningDr.DonaldJ. Erb,
[presently a Guggenheim Fellow

Vol. 50, No. 52

on leave of absence from the
University, will present a commentary dealing with this controversial advent of machines
into music.
Dr. Erb also has composed
"VII Miscellaneous," one of the
selections which will be performed by the Turetzkys.
Frances Burnett, instructor in
music, will Join the contemporary repertoire with a piano solo,
"Cocktail Music for Piano,"
written by Salvatore Martirano.

"Our purpose is to eleminate
for those involved with rush the
tedium of going through many
lists," he said.
He said that the computer center has 12 IBM cards for every
woman registered for rush. When
sorority women want to invite
a woman to return to their house,
they merely pull her card, and
take it to the computer center
in the Administration Building,
where a card slightly smaller
than three by five inches will
be processed listing the houses
she's been invited back to.
These small invitations will
be "the optimum of standardization," Mr. Armstrong said.
He said that by using cards of
uniform size, no rushee would
be influenced to favor one sorority more than another.

INSIDE TODAY

The basic list for final bids
will also be done by computers,
he said, but the final bids will
be written out.

The University needs student
politcal parties
. . . . p.2
Portrait of a basketball
game
... p.4
The Newman Club spotlighted
. . . p.5
Miami 'Dismisses' the Falcons.
... p.8

Sorority women will begin
working in the gift shop of the
Wood County Hospital Feb. 13,
announced Connie Hoover, chairman of Panhel's philanthropic
committee. Women of Alpha Chi
Omega will be the first to work
there, she said.

The Board also approved an
agreement tomaketheUniversity
of Toledo and the University
of Akron state universities.
The new speech and educational administration doctoral
programs will bring the total of
Ph. D. programs to four at the
University. A doctoral program
in English was begun four years
ago while the department of psychology instituted a Ph. D. program this year.
In June, 1964, theNorthCentral
Association granted preliminary
accreditation to the doctoral program In English and to the
University as a doctoral-level
institution.

Endres, Kohut
Get Top Posts
On News Staff
Fredric F. Endres has been
re-appointed editor, and Fred
J. Kohut has been named business manager of The B-G News
for the second semester by the
University Publications Committee.
Endres, a senior from Akron,
has announced The News' staff
for next semester:
Judy Hirsch, managing editor;
George Braatz, editorial page
editor; John Gugger, sports editor; Marilyn Draper, feature editor; Casey Wolnowski, art editor;
Mike Kuhlin, photography editor;
and Judy Lake, Larry Donald,
James Treeger, Larry Fullerton
and
Randy K etc hem,
issue
editors.
The editorial board will be
composed of Endres, Miss
Hirsch, Braatz and Fullerton.
Local advertising manager will
be Gary Gregg; national advertising manager John Donnelly;
classified advertising managers,
Dan Amos and Jim Taft; and
circulation
manager,
David
Sprunk.

The Ph. D. program In English has grown so that concentration is available in all areas
of English and American literature.
Complementary areas
are also being established to
serve primarily as minors.
The doctoral program in psychology concentrates In three
areas: clinical, industrial, and
general - theoretical experimental, including developmental
psychology and animal behavior,
said Dr. John E. Exner, Jr„
chairman of the psychology department.

AWS To Hear
Open House Plan
A proposal by the Shatzel Hall
Administrative Council applying
to open houses in the dormitory
seven days a week, will be presented to AWS Legislative Board
today by a committee appointed
by the Council.
As an extension of the present
open houses, the Council voted
that the open houses be seven
days a week, from 2 p.m. to
5 p.m. each day.
In conjunction with the measure, Linda Peiblow, president
of AWS, said that although this
was passed by the Shatzel Council, the women would not be
affected since AWS and the University have definite rulings
against women being In men's
rooms unchaperoned.
The Administrative Council
passed a final motion by which
the open houses policy began
last Thursday and will continue
until and including this Saturday,
strictly on a trial basis.
in conjunction with the University policy of women being
In men's rooms, the council policy states that all doors must
remain open when occupied by
both male anA femnl* •*»•*■»■.
Administrative Council policy
also states that any girl visiting
the dormitory during the open
house hours must enter through
either door leading into the main
lounge. They must be escorted
to and from the premises or
met In the main lounge by the
resident she wishes to visit.
According
to
the council,
announcements will be made before and after open houses hours
to Inform the residents when
the hours are officially in effect.
In order to effectively enforce
the measures, Council Instituted
a Judicial Council consisting of
the head resident, two counselors
to be selected by the head resident and two members of the
Administrative Council.
The members of the committee presenting the proposal to
AWS are Dave Brack, Pat DiPlacido and Frank Gabrenya.

WEATHER
The weather for today is mosuy
cloudy and continued cold, with
•now flurries. High 22 to 28.
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News Editorial Page

'Did He Say A Four-Year Term
Or A Four-Year Session?"

Needed: Political Parties
Student government elections at the University, too long based on personality and appearance, needs a healthy shot in the arm...maybe
even a kick in the pantsl
Issues make the election. Candidates make the
Issues.
Issues need backing. So do candidates.
Political parties supply backing, plus leadership.
Bowling Green needs strong political parties,
and It needs them now.
The political grapevine is whispering rumors
currently about the formation of one such party,
and we hope It will be ready to make itself heard
next semester.
We're not discounting the social significance of
candidates' personalities and appearances: but,
when an entire election is based on these two
facets, the value of the election adds up to nil.
The election next semester for student body
and class officers will be interesting, to say the
least. Undoubtedly, some candidates, lacking any
real issues on which to base their "campaign,"
will smother the campus with pretty posters with

big, toothy grins staring out at the electorate.
Others will parade through dining halls, fraternity
and sorority houses, smiling from ear to ear,
shaking hands, and performing other such pleasantries. All these are fine, of course, as long as the
campaigns are not based solely on these "popular
vote" gimmicks.
A few candidates,
however, will have something to say, something worthwhile for the University community. Again, candidates make the
Issues. And, again, political parties supply the
backing for the candidates and their issues.
The University should be weary of such "king
and queen-oriented " elections.
CANDIDATES: give your electorate something
to think about. Give this University something
to dig its teeth into.
STUDENTS: back these candidates with strong,
workable political parties. Organize, campaign,
work. Political apathy Is in danger when aggressive, soundly-based parties supply the support, and leadership, for candidates who have something to say, and are not afraid to stand up and say
itl
•™« •««,..«,»,»* „r

Lt. Gen. Hershey Says:

Braatz In The Belfry

'Tougher On Graduates' pXc
A Gloomy
(Editor's note: This lsthesecond in a series of excerpts from
a Jan. 10 article by U.S. News
& World Report on the draft
situation. Selective Service Director, Lt. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, is being interviewed by the
magazine).
Reprinted from
U.S. News & World Report,
published at Washington
Q-- How about graduate students?
A--I had registrars coming
to me in the late part of last
summer who said, "You're getting too many graduate students.
A
flock of undergraduates
are left. Why pick on graduate
students?"
This gets into a lot of things.
There are many educators who
believe some schools are pretending to be graduate schools
that aren't. It's one cheap way
to get teaching done; the same as
the cheap way to get doctoring
done by using residents and interns in place of fully-trained
doctors.
Q--Do you plan to limit on
the number of years of graduate work that will be accepted
for draft deferment?
A--No, I'm not planning that.
Q--W111 graduate students have
to make certain grades?
A--You're forgetting all the
time it's the local board that
makes these decisions.

Q--But don't you lay down the
guidelines?
A--I try, if I can, to see what
the national Interest is. But,
the regulations we recommend to
the local boards are based on
what we believe is public acceptance.
Just at the moment, we don't
seem to be getting public acceptance on this student thing,
and I'll tell you why: I'll bet you
there are a lot of people who
aren't saying anything who are
anti-student...The other day I was
doing a radio broadcast and a kid
got onto me because I said we
had been very easy deferments for
school, because at least it didn't
hurt to go there. He was outraged that I would speak so lightly
of school.
I majored in education. I have
no illusions about it. There are
many kids who have gone to school
too long.
Q--But on the point of grades
for graduate students?
A--When we had a system of
grade levels, we set it at SO
for a graduate student instead
of 70 we had for an undergraduate, and we expected the graduate student to be in the upper
quarter of his class when he got
his first degree before we would
go along with a deferment.
If I know anything about local
boards, they are always going to
be tougher on the graduate stu-
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dent than they are on the undergraduate...
Inevitably, the local boards are
going to have more tendency
to question what the graduate
student is getting ready to do, or
whether he's "Just going to
school."
Q--WU1 it make any difference
in a student's draft chances if
he's studying liberal arts or
science?
A--Our policy says that all education is good, because you
can't anticipate now what you
will need 20 years from now.
If 1936, you could get atomic
physicists at 10 cents a dozen...
Before, wegotthroughwithWorld
War II, they were the most prized
people we hail...
...I know very well that most
local boards will defer someone
who's in premedic or medical
school before they will defer the
liberal arts man, and it won't
make any difference what I say.
Q--What if a student intends
to be a teacher?
A--You better not expect a
perfect answer on this question
of "whom do we defer"--especially if things get a lot tighter,
as I sort of think we are being
prepared to expect.
We started deferring teachers
with some emphasis about the
time that Sputnik went up. Are
teachers in the national interest?
Why is it that Congress will loan
a kid money to go to college,
and if he'll teach five years,
he doesn't owe anything?
Is that recognition that a teacher is in the public interest? I
would think so. But I've got
to run the draft with people,
and they've got their own ideas
a lot of times...
If a student is in the health
line, he's going to tear loose,
because everybody can see themselves sick. If he's studying to
lie a minister, you'd probably
start your deferments with him.
But then there's some poor
cuss struggling around there in
liberal arts, and the board says,
"What are you going to be?" and
he says, "I'm going to show
people how to govern themselves"--he would get laughed at.
Still, I believe honestly that the
salvation of this world is trying
to get somebody who knows a little bit of a lot of things and has
some guts and character...
Copyright 1966
U.S. News*. World Report, Inc.

Feeling

By GEORGE BRAATZ
Columnist
It's a gloomy feeling to look wandered to more Important
forward to exams knowing that I things.
After a half hour later, the
probably won't be around after
grad student came into the room,
they're through.
No, it's not that I'm worried took off the electrodes and earabout passing them, but because phones, and asked me a few quesof another unfortunate situation tions. "Why did you push the
same button for almost the enthat happened recently, the administrators of our fair Univer- tire test?" he inquired.
"So I didn't have to wait and
sity may not let me enroll again.
The whole thing started when I worry, anticipating the shock,"
volunteered to take part in a I responded.
"Which light flashed on the
psychology experiment. I was ushered into a sound-proof room on most?" he asked.
"Uh. I'm not sure," I said,
the fourth floor of South Hall.
realizing
that I hadn't even noAn electrode was attached to
ticed. "I think it was the left
each of my thumbs and earphones
were placed on my head. Then one," I quickly put in because
the graduate assistant who was that was as good as answer as
any.
conducting the experiment left
I was taken to another room
the room.
I sat in front of a gizzmo for another experiment. This
time I was given a long list
machine with two lights on it,
of 3-letter, nonsense syllables.
and two buttons. All of a sudden, "Do you read me?" rang For example, daf, zut, tov, mux,
bot, det, mux, and like that.
through the earphones.
I was supposed to mark be"Yes," I said.
My directions were to push side each word if 1 thought it
was long and narrow, short and
one of the buttons when I was
narrow, long and wide, or short
told to. The voice boomed again,
and wide.
"Select."
Next I was given the same
So I pushed the button on the
list of words and was to mark
right. Nothing happened for a
which color each word reminded
few moments, then a sharp shock
me of : red, green, yellow,
of electricity, originating from
or blue.
my thumbs, soared up my arms.
Then with a similar list I had
"Select," came the voice
to tell if I thought each of these
again. This time I decided to
silly 3-letter words was good or
push the left button.
bad. A nd finally 1 marked whether
An immediate pain rose
each nonsense syllable was going
through my arms.From here on,
up or down.
also, one or the other of the
I received a notice from the
lights flashed just after I pushed
dean yesterday saying he had been
a button.
sent a letter from the psychology
I soon psyched out the experdepartment. I must have done
iment and decided I'd rather have
miserably on the experiments.
the shock immediately when I
Apparently the right light
was expecting it rather than waitflashed more than the left light
ing and receiving it unexpectedly.
in the first experiment.
Everytime afterward I'd push
And in the second experiment,
the left button, and soon 1 beI probably said zut was long and
came used to the shock and it
narrow, green, good and going
didn't bother me.
My mind
up; and then said mux was long
and narrow, green,
good, and
Sft*:*:*:*:*:^^^
going down. I just wasn't conThe News reserves the :•:;
sistent.
right to edit letters more
The nuts and the bolts in the
than 300 words in length.
psych department told the dean
Letters should be typethat only a series of mistakes
written, and carry the name
could have allowed me to remain
of the author, as well as his
in school as long as I had.
typewritten name, address
They declared that I didn't have
and telephone number. The
enough intelligence to be atNews will publish as many
tending a university, and they
letters as possible within
recommended that! be sent home,
•::V
H the limits of space, good
so the draft might beckon me.
taste and the laws of libel.
So if I'm not around next week
you'll know why.

I
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Soviet Visit To Viet Nam
Carries Peace Hints, Too
By the Associated Press
Soviet troubles hooter Alexander Shelepln ended his visit
to North Viet Nam with a pronouncement promising more
modern weapons for Hanoi. Despite the tough talk, recent developments have kindled hopes
for lessened tension in southeast
Asia.
The main foundations for these
hopes are hints from the Soviet
mission to North Viet Nam apart
from what was said for general
world consumption, and President Johnson's measured treatment of the Soviet Bloc in his
State of the Union message.
In addition, there are the activities of top American diplomats in the President's continuing peace offensive.
In the State of the Union message. President Johnson left an
impression that U.S. policy, as
it is developing, tends to view
Communism as two distinct
worlds, Soviet and Chinese.
The President spoke of building bridges to Communist East
Europe and of making it possible to expand trade between the
U.S.and eastern Europe and the
JSoviet Union.
China seemed singled out as
the most dangerous antagonist
of the United States and as the
main threat to Asia. The President said the United States would
not abandon Asia to conquest.
It also seems apparent that
the Russian mission to Hanoi
was intended to wean Hanoi away
from Red Chinese influence. For
this Shelepln promised North Viet
Nam what Moscow calls "All
available aid to defeat the U.S.
aggressions."
But Shelepin also left the Ho
Chi Minn government with some
sobering thoughts.
The Communist Party newspaper Pravda published Shelepin's principal address in Hanoi.

In it Shelepln lectured his hosts
on Soviet problems, as if to tell
them that the U.S.S.R. has no
intention of risking war with
the United States. He made it
clear that the Soviet Union has
many problems on its collective mind.
Shelepin told the North Vietnamese that the Soviet people
fully understand the calamities
of war. He said Soviet policy
was aimed at "insuring peaceful conditions for the construction of socialism and communism... and at .preventing a new
world war."
Shelepin said Russia is trying
to improve food and consumer
production and raise living standards at home. He said this
would be of "great importance"
to Russia's allies In years to
come because a strong U.S.S.R.
would constitute a "prop for
all progressive and peace-loving
forces."
Shelepin
did promise that
Moscow would enhance the defense potential of the Vietnamese
Communists, but he could hardly
do less.
Moscow is seeking
to refute Red Chinese charges
that it intends to abandon revolution in Asia.

Shelepin flew on to Peking
from Hanoi. The Red Chinese
reportedly gave him a rather
cool reception.
Certainly they were aware that
Soviet Communist Party leader
Leonid Brezhnev was in Mongolia at the same time for talks
which Moscow sources say are
aimed at tightening defenses agalnst Red China. The Chinese
in 1964 claimed that Mongolia
and 580,000 square miles of Soviet Asia belong to China.
Soviet Premier Kosygin met
with Vice President Humphrey
and Secretary of State Rusk in
New Delhi, presumably on the
possibility of peace negotiations
in Viet Nam. The meeting was
far longer than expected and there
were hints that some progress
had been made.
Rusk left for Bangkok, Thailand, Friday, to meet with Presidential envoy AverellHarriman,
who has been explaining the peace
offensive to world leaders. Harriman is to fly to Saigon next.
Surely the prospect of expansion of U.S. trade with the Soviet Bloc must be an attractive
prospect for Moscow if it is to
deliver on its promises to Communist consumers.

'Bonus' Concert
To Star Valletti
The "bonus" concert in the
New Artist Series scheduled for
8:15 pjn. Sunday in the Main
Auditorium will feature Metropolitan Opera Company tenor
Cesare Valletti.
A new seating policy will be
in effect for the concert, which
is being offered as partial compensation for inconveniences felt
by concert-goers due to the late
arrival of. the Netherlands
Chamber Orchestra.
All persons who held tickets
for the earlier concert will be
admitted by presenting their
tickets at the door, the Committee on Cultural Events has announced.
Officials added that those who
have lost or mislaid their tickets
will be admitted on an honor
basis. Seats for this performance
will not be reserved, with the
exception of one section of seats
that will be held until 8:10 p.m.
for the convenience of season
ticket holders.
An additional ticket sale for
Mr. Valletti's concert will be
held for those who did not have
tickets for the Netherlands
Chamber Orchestra concert,
from 9 ajn. to 3 pjn. through
Friday in the Union lobby.
Mr. Valletti's six-part pro-

gram will feature selections by
Rachmaninoff, Puccini, Schubert,
and Mozart. He will be accompanied by Carl Fuerstner on the
piano.
Mr. Valletti has appeared at
La Scala, the Metropolitan, San
Francisco, and other leading
opera houses. He Is also one
of the few opera singers who Is
also generally considered an important concert artist.
In 1962, Mr. Valletti made a
tour of Australia and has also
appeared In Florence, Italy In
the role of Idamante In Mozart's
"Idomeneo."
He has appeared with the Boston, Philadelphia, and other
major orchestras and Is presently engaged in his ninth transcontinental tour.

Pershing Rifles
Inducts 17 Men
Seventeen Army ROTC men
were activated into the Pershing
Rifles, the Army ROTC's drill
team, last Friday.
Thomas Woodward, freshman
in the college of Liberal Arts,
received the best pledge award
for achieving the highest score
on written and drill tests.

Ford Motor
Company is:

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
1957 Studebaker Golden Hawk.
Overdrive. Good motor. Call Jim,
354-4085.

inspiration

6-string guitar. Good condition.
Easy to learn to play. $25. Mike
Scherer, 340 Rodgers.
FOR RENT
Room: share apt„ working woman
or graduate student. 201S. College, 354-0743.
2 man room for rent 2nd semester. 353-3056 or 352-5184.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Expert typist for term papers
and thesis in home. 823-4210.
Darlene, found one Christmas
note to Jim. Will return with our
best wishes, if you will contact
rooms 343, 411, 412, and 437
Harsh D. B,R,K,M.
TRAVEL
SEE MORE IN EUROPE THIS
SUMMER, see it better and save
--traveling with NSA--a choice
of 33 flexible tripe of 21 to 63
days with other college and
graduate students using special
rates for travel, accommodations, admissions, etc. available
only through NSA. Trips to Europe, Israel, Latin America and
the Far East.Student ships available. Write for free book: U.S.
National Student Association,
Dept, Z. 265 Madison Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10016. A nonprofit organization for students.

Jim Winlon
B.A., Wanhinilon Unit.
M.B.A., Watnington Unit.

College graduates, new to Ford Motor Company,
often comment on the comparative youth of many
of our top executives. The example of these men
in key positions is evidence that being young is no
handicap at Ford to those who possess ability and
ambition. In fact, new employes can expect
challenging assignments while stili participating
in our College Graduate Program. This means an
opportunity to demonstrate special skills and
initiative while still learning the practical, day-today aspects of the business. Consider the experience of Jim Weston, who has been with Ford
Motor Company for three years.

Jim came to Ford in February, 1963. His first assignment was in marketing
analysis where his principal job was evaluating present and potential
dealer locations. For a time, he also gained experience in the actual purchasing of dealer locations. Later, an assignment forecasting sales and
market potential with Ford Division's Truck Sales Programming Department gave him the background he needed to qualify for his present position.
His job today? Only three years out of college, Jim is now a senior financial
analyst in Ford Division's Business Management Department.
Jim Weston's experience is not unusual. At Ford Motor Company, your
twenties can be challenging and rewarding years. Like to learn more about
it? Talk to our representative when he visits your campus.

(JOTtf
The American Rod. Durborn. Michifan

An equal opportunity employer
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BASKETBALL THROUGH the lens of News photographers
Mike Kuhlin and Larry Donald is displayed in these pictures
taken during the Falcon's Saturday night loss to the Miami
Redskins.
In the upper left, the referee, who seems to be
pushing somebody away from him, is actually calling a foul
on one of the players. In the next picture, the Falcon's lanky
center Albert Dixon pulls in a rebound and looks as if no one
could get the ball away from him. Below, Coach Warren Scholler, second from the left, confers with the referees and Miami
coach Dick Shrider when the automatic clocks failed to function. At the right, "Porky" Scholler discusses tactics with
the team during a time-out. A kick-line, part of the pom-pom
section performed for the fans at half-time.
In the last picture, the Redskins outstanding sophomore guard Phil Snow
lies on the floor following first half a mid-air collision with
the Falcon's Bob Van Poppel. Snow had to leave the game and
is expected to be out at least two games.

i *
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Newman Club
Opens New Wing
■

THE NEW LIBRARY is a big attraction in the new wing of
Newman Foundation. It contains approximately 6,000 volumes
emphasizing religion, philosophy and history.
Approximately
50 students can use the facilities for reading or study at one
time.

MEMBERS OF the Newman Foundation held an
open house recently so that the general public
could view the facilities provided in the new
addition. Two classrooms, three offices, three
kitchens, a meeting room, a snack bar, a bookstore, a library and an auditorium comprise the

addition which will be dedicated this spring.
Rfie Rev. Richard Wurzel, assistant chaplain
of the Newman Foundation, said that the wing
has been in limited use since September, but
was not completed until early November.

Upperclass Dorms Found
'More Settled, Different'
There is no such thing as an
upperclass dormitory on the University campus these days.
During the past two years, the
ever-growing number of students
in the freshman class have required on-campus housing in addition to that provided by the traditional
freshmen
dorms-Founders and Rodgers Quadrangles. And so, many freshmen
find themselves in dorms with
a majority of upperclass residents.
A brief survey showed that
freshmen living in upperclass
dormitories are usually secondsemester freshmen or older than
the majority of students in the
freshman class.
What, if any, are the advantages noted by these freshmen?
"I get along better with the
students here because they are
nearer my age," says Harshman
A resident Edward J. Jaykel,
frosh in the College of Business
Administration. "The students
seem more mature and not as
wild as the freshmen in the
freshman dormitories," continued the 24-year-old student Just
out of the service.
"I'm 20, and 1 just wouldn't
care to live in a freshman dorm,
where everyone is 18 and just
out of high school," James E.
Caryl, freshman in the College
of Liberal Arts said. Caryl,
who lives in Harshman Unit A,
didn't think there would be

(Eli? Jloroertuma*
YOUR"U"
FLORIST

that much difference in the two
dormitories, but said the men in
Harshman seemed more mature*
Mary K.Zimmer, freshman in
the College of Education, living
in North Hall, raised the point
that freshmen have a tendency to
follow others since they are not
sure what they want. "But students in upperclass dormitories
are more settled. They have a
different outlook and differentattitudes on life," Miss Zimmer
said.
Fewer rules and more freedom was another element highly
regarded by those freshman assigned to upperclass dormitories.
"The whole atmosphere in an
upperclass dormitory seems different," Janet C. Benton, freshman in the College of Business
Administration said of her experiences in Harshman Unit D.
"1 learn a lot from the older
girls; especially the foreign students," Donna L. Bogden, freshman in the College of Business

Administration, said. Miss Bogden, who lives in North Hall,
added "the older girls give me
an example to follow. They seem
more compatible and willing to
help."
A head resident in an upperclass dormitory agreed that
freshmen living in upperclass
dorms are exposed to very different surroundings, and the
results have been good.
"We have very few freshmen
living in this dormitory but our
experience with them has been
very successful," Mrs.Gertrude
C. Mapes, head resident of
Harshman D said.
"The freshman here inHarshman
adjusted to college life
more quickly, and were more
ready to accept the procedures
of the University and residence
halls," Mrs. Mapes said.

The only disadvantage Mrs.
Mapes found was that freshman
in upper class dormitories might
miss out on freshman elections
and events.

LATE ARRIVAL
of
AUSTIN-HILL
SPORTSWEAR
NOW ALL OUT AT
REDUCED PRICES

CHALMER G.
RIGGS
428 E. Wuoster St.

ijvaciv
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TRADITIONAL OUTFITTERS OF WOMEN

Business, journalism, and
liberal arts majors find
career opportunities with
Booth Michigan papers
If you're looking for a business field that offers exceptional career possibilities—take a look at Booth Michigan Newspapers.
Booth offers college graduates job challenges as
exciting—and satisfying—as any to be found. You can
grow with Booth. Grow in business stature ... in
responsibilities handled ... in remuneration . . .
security .. . and in all the many things that make a
successful career.
Booth publishes daily newspapers in Ann Arbor,
Bay City, Flint, Grand Rapids, Jackson, Kalamazoo,
Muskegon, Saginaw and Ypsilanti. Combined circulation is approximately 530,000. It requires nearly
2,000 people to produce these papers . . . editors,
reporters, photographers, accountants, financial . '
credit personnel, creative advertising people, creative
advertising salesmen, and circulation specialists.
As we said . . . before making your final decision,
take a look at Booth. We have much to offer.
Ask your Placement Officer for the date and time of
Booth Newspapers' visit to your campus, or write
Coordinator, Training Program, Booth Newspapers, Inc.,
Suite 2100,211 West Fort Street, Detroit, Michigan 48226.

BOOTH NEWSPAPERS
WE ANN ARBOR NEWS • THE BAY CITY TIMES • THE FUNT
JOURNAL • THE GRAND RAPIDS PRESS • JACKSON CITIZEN
PATRIOT
•
KALAMAZOO GAZETTE
•
THE MUSKEGON
CHRONICLE • THE SAGINAW NEWS • THE YPSILANTI PRESS
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AP World NeWS Roundup
WASHINGTON (AP) -- President Johnson reported to Congress yesterday on the U.S.
foreign aid program, saying he is
"deeply concerned" about political unrest and potential famine
In some undeveloped nations.
He does, however, see hope
for the future, and said our
$3.5 billion foreign aid program
strengthens such hope.
The President noted that more
than 11 per cent of the federal
budget went for foreign aid when
the Marshall Plan was In full
operation in Europe after World
War II.
He said this figure has now
been scaled down to 3.5 per cent.
In the last fiscal year more
than 80 cents of each U.S. aid
dollar was spent In this country,
he said.

6 Students Aid
Toledo Church
Early last Saturday six University coeds traveled to Toledo's
St. Paul's Methodist Church to
help renovate the church's old
Scout room and make It available for a community center.
Students who participated are:
Sandy Baker, Dawn McConnell,
Shirley Rasor, Candy Robasser,
Judy Snyder, and Vicky Trapp.

SAIGON (AP)-- Viet Cong
guerrillas yesterday seized an
important American civilian official outside a village about 25
miles north of Saigon.
Douglas Ramsey, 28, assistant
province representative of the
U.S. mission for the area, was
reported missing.
Ramsey's South Vietnamese
driver told American authorities
their car came under Viet Cong
gunfire. He stopped, and Ramsey
got out of the car and was marc hed
off into the jungle.

The Association for Childhood
Education will meet at 6:30 pjn.
tomorrow in the Ballroom.
• ••
Young Republican Club members, prospective members, and
guests are to meet at 7:30 p.m.
today in the Alumni Room.
The upcoming Pro-Viet Nam
Rally to be held at Kent State
University will be discussed, and
State Senator Ross Peppie will
speak.
• ••
Theta Alpha Phi, theater honorary, will sponsor an open discussion at 4 p.m. today in the

Daily Official Bulletin
All students enrolled in Education 357 (Kindergarten-Primary
Methods) for the second semester
should pick up a paper of instructions before January 25
from the secretary in the Curriculum Lab, Hanna Hall, regarding observations to be done in
your home school during semester break.

Dr. Glenn H. Daniels, director
of Audio-Visual services, announced yesterday that faculty
members and students who were
unable to see the film "Semester
of Discontent" may see it during
the week of Feb. 7 through 10
by calling ext. 3071 for a scheduling.

1965 Federal withholding tax W- 2
income statements are now available for all students who have
been employed on an hourly basis
at the University during 1965.
Students working in December
received their W-2 form with
their January 10 paycheck.

Lt. Colonel Wesley K. Hoffman,
professor of Aerospace Studies,
announced yesterday that the
deadline for applying for the twoyear AFROTC program has been
extended until Feb. 15.

Any student having earnings (regardless of amount) prior to
December, should secure the W-2
statement at the Dormitory Payments-Payroll window, First
floor, Administration Building.
All faculty, graduate assistants,
student assistants, administrative clerical and maintenance
employees will receive their W-2
statement wit h their January
31 check.
The following sections have been
cancelled
for
the
second
semester:
Section No. Dept.
Course No.
411
Econ. H201
433
Econ. H3U
797
Geog. 451
131
1359
Math
241
1378
Math
241
1379
Math
Students who registered for these
sections may process a change
of schedule between Jan. 17 and
Jan. 21.

The program is opened to all
men, except freshmen, who have
two more academic years remaining in college.
Colonel Hoffman said that anyone Interested In the program is
urged to contact the department
of Aerospace Studies in Memorial Hall.

A representative of Toledo Central Y.M.C.A. will be on campus
Thurs., Jan. 20, to Interview both
men and women for various jobs
at CAMP STORER in Southern
Michigan for next summer.
Some camping experience is preferred.
Sign up in the Student Financial
Aid Office, Room 322 Ad. Bldg„
for a time that is convenient
for you to meet with the representative.

Good Food
at

FALCON CHARLIE'S

Radio-TV Ratings
Improve, House Says

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
Senate yesterday approved President Johnson's nomination of
Robert Weaver of New York to
be secretary of the new Department of Housing and Urban Development.

WASHINGTON (AP)-TheHouse
Commerce Committee reported
yesterday that radio and television audience ratings--on which
hundreds of millions of advertising dollars depend--are improving through industry selfregulation.
The report, result of hearings
held nearly two years ago, said
government regulation of broadcast rating "would not appear
to be in the public interest at
this time."
But, it added, "there can be
no doubt that ratings constitute
such a vitally important aspect
of broadcasting that the reliability of ratings and their proper
use by broadcasters is and must
remain a matter of serious con-'
cern to the federal government."

Weaver will become the first
Negro ever to serve in the Cabinet. Confirmation came on a
voice vote soon after the Senate
Baking Committee voted unamimously to approve Weaver's
nomination

White Dogwood Suite.
"Anyone who has comments
about the production of'Journey's
End' or theater in general is welcome to attend," said Elaine F.
Gubics, president.
* * *
Mr. Kenneth Gold, Data Processing Division of IBM, Toledo,
and Dr. Lloyd D. Downey, assltant professor of accounting,
will be the speakers at the Society for the Advancement of
Management meeting, at 7:00
p.m., Thursday in the Wayne
Room. The meeting is open to
the public.

The committee's 1964 hearings
brought the bizarre testimony
that: dogs were helping to determine how advertising dollars
were being spent and which programs survived and which died.
As few as nine families were
providing audience measurements in metropolitan areas
served by 10 radio stations.
In one of the A.C. Nielsen
Company's audience samples,
two Negro families on relief
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Chevrolet 5
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Winter
Service Specials
ENTIRE MONTH OF JANUARY

Broke
Special

Front wheels removed, brakes adjusted.
Front wheel bearings repacked.
Grease seals checked.
Brake fluid added, brakes tested.
Factory trained mechanics insure your
satisfaction!

Front
End
Special

Align front end, correct camber, caster
and toe in to manufacturers specification
Check shock absorbers, exhaust system.
Repack front wheel bearings.
Aim and adjust headlights.

SHOP

corner of East Wooster and Yount Rd.

$3.33
AII-U.S. Cars
parts extra

$9.W
AII-U.S. Cars
Ports Extra

*****************************************

NEW

Location
Facilities
Policies

NEW

********************************* ********

Tune
t%

Check and service,—Spark Plugs . Points .
gk+ WKK
Tf
1L f
II
Condenser.
Carburetor . Timing . Fuel Bowl and Filter.
^D# %
Carburetor.
Distributor Cap . Fan Belt. Ignition Wires .
Starter. Voltage Regulator and Generator Output. AII-U.S. Cars
Cylinder Compression . Automatic Choke . Battery V-8-sligfttly more
New Sun Analyzer equipment assures satisfaction! Parts Extra

Special
Winterize
Special

Lubricate Chassis , Change Motor Oil . Change .
Oil Filter. Test Radiator. Repack Front Wheel
ieel .
Bearings . Adjust Brakes . Check. Fan Belt
Check lights . Check Battery . Check
Exhaust System . Check Wiper Blades.

*******************
COFFEE

living next door to each other
were used to represent 100,000
families in oll-rlchsouthwestern
Oklahoma.
The Nielsen firm, the giant of
the rating industry at that time
with 90 per cent of the network
rating business, was one of the
major targets of the committee's
probe.
The committee report two
years later does not repeat any
of these examples. It Is couched
in generalities and contains considerable praise for the radiotelevision industry for setting up
a broadcast rating council.
The committee says "rigged
quiz shows and payola were exposed" by the committee's efforts and "similarly, false or
misleading audience measurement ratings must be exposed."
"Right or wrong, sponsors react to the audience rating systems. Millions of dollars turn on
the rating levels. The Immediate
and long-range future of all types
of programs--news reports,
mysteries, comedies, westerns,
etc.--are controlled by the ratings which each show received.
If this rating system is to continue we must make certain that
the rating received is the rating
achleved--no more, and no less."

• Ralph Thayer £
Chevrolet

*
*
*
********************

$6."
Jkll-U.S. Cars
Oil & Parts Extra

FREE-PICK UP & DELIVERY
Phone - 353-5751 353-5761

North Dixie Highway
Bowling Green-Ohio
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Matmen Rout Marshall, Ohio U.
By BOB BRUCKNER
Sports Writer
The Falcon wrestlers took two
giant steps forward In quest of
a perfect season as they out
fought Ohio University 24-8 Friday and overpowered Marshall
33-0 Saturday.
Bill Burkle (123) won his
second straight match by forfeit
to put OU Into a quick deficit.

1

i
m

and after the Falcon's Ted Clark
(130) was edged by Buck Moran,
the meet turned Into a BG rout.
"Mark Carle's (137) win over
OU's veteran, Dave Trout man,
turned the match." said Falcon
wrestling coach Bruce Bellard.
"Mark got us going and that
helped us a lot.'
In Saturday's meet, the Thundering Herd should have stayed
In Huntlngton as the Falcons

won every match, three of them
by pins.
"The outstanding match was
Jim Moore's (160) victory over
the supposedly best wrestler on
Marshall's team," said Bellard.
Moore had been moved up to the
160-pound class when Dan Temes
dislocated his elbow in practice
last week. Ternes Is undefeated
this season.
Falcon team captain Dennis

m

leers Win 2nd, 6-0 Im

By TOM CHURCHILL
Sports Writer
The
Bowling Green hockey
team rolled to its second consecutive victory Saturday by defeating Ohio Wesleyan 6-0 at
Troy.
A newcomer, Paul Nyitray, and
a veteran, Jim Plaunt, led the
Falcon attack by combining for
three goals and an assist. Plaunt
scored twice in the opening
period, and Nyitray added an an
assist in the second stanza to
go along with his third period
goal.
The Falcons were never seriously threatened after Plaunt's
first goal at 12:17 of the first
stanza. He collected his second
goal about four minutes later.
Ray Swelgert and assistant
captain PeteGillnson scored second period goals. Dick Waring,
a newcomer with Just one game
under his belt, assisted on both
goals.
Brian, McCord and Nyitray
added third period tallies to round
out the scoring. It was the first
goal of the season for both.
Bowling Green used all three
goalies listed on its roster, but
not from necessity. Coach Bill
Little felt that "guys could use
the extra ice time."
Regular net minder Clark Simonds played the first period and
stopped six Bishop shots. Dan
Barringer turned aside seven
shots in the second stanza, and
Jim Marquardt had a pretty easy

third period, marking three
saves.
Center Steve Shuckra assisted
on Plaunt's forst goal, and upped
his total points to 13. Plaunt
and Gilinson each gained ground
on Shuckra, however, as they each
scored two points in t he game.
Gilinson now has 12 points for
the season, and Plaunt has 10.
Waring, with his two assists,
continues to please Little. In
the two games he has p layed.
Waring has scored a goal and
five assists for six points, and
moved into fourth place in the
scoring race.
Little was also pleased withthe

return of captain Walt Gansser,
who had been nursing an injury
and missed three games. Gansser added an assist to Falcon
cause against the Bishops.
Bowling Green outshot Ohio
Wesleyan by more than 2- L The
Falcons took 33 shots, while their
opponents could only get off 16.
The next game for the Falcon
skaters, now 2-4 Is Friday, when
Western Michigan meets the
icers at the Toledo Sports Arena.
Bowling Green will put Its two
game winning streak on the line
against the Broncos, preseason
favorites to take the Midwest
College Hockey Association title.

ii

WM Tops Kent
Although Bowling Green and
Miami had to sweat things out
ln a tight battle for league supremacy, two other Mid-American
Conference games weren't quite
as close.
Marshall buried Ohio University, 79-68, in the televisedMAC
game of the week, and Western
Michigan topped Kent State with
room to spare, 92-82.
It was the sixth straight vietory for Marshall's Thundering
Herd, in a game which remained
close through the entire first

half and part of the second.
George Stone, held to four
points In the first half, broke
the game open midway in the
second half, as he scored 6
points in less than a minute,
breaking a 55-55 tie. From there
on in, the Herd stayed in control
of the game, outscoring OU by
10 points in the second half.
Kent State's game with Western
Michigan, which ended with the
Broncos on top, 92-82, was all
but the death blow totheFlashes,
nc v mired in 6th place with a
1-4 record.
Marshall and Western Michigan
are tied for second place with 2-1
marks.
MAC Standings
Miami
4-0
Western Mich.
2-1
Marshall
2-1
Toledo
1-1
Bowling Green
2-2
Kent State
1-4

owou

CINCINNATI (AP) -The
Cincinnati Reds are going to
make their own survey of possible sites for a new stadium
in the city.
Reds' President William O.
DeWitt said yesterday the St.
Louis firm of Harland, Bartholomew and Assoclates has been
employed to make a study of
all feasible sites, including four
now under survey by another
engineering firm,
The stadium steering committee, a civic group, has had the
firm of Vogt, Ivers, Osborn and
Papesh making a survey.
DeWitt said the St. Louis firm
prepared the Hamilton County
(Cincinnati) master plan for redevelopment and is "intimately
familiar with this area."
DeWitt added that "the board
°* directors of the Keds feel
that sucn a
study is necessary
to enable them to evaluate

properjy any commitments which
the ball club may be asked to
make in connection with a proposed new stadium."
He said, "We also believe
the results of such astudyshould
also be of substantial assistance
to the stadium steering committee."

o-3 i/.s. Outlook Dim

Namath Fears
Knee Trouble

THE BATTLE of the big men is won on this occasion by Miami's
big center Jim Patterson (55) as ha arches a shot over the outstretched hand of BG's Al Dixon (15). Dixon blocked several of
Patterson's attempts during the contest Saturday night. Photo
by Larry Donald.

answer as to Palmer's replacement next year. His victory
showed what excellent depth we
have this year."
"George should be good," kidded the Injured Palmer, "He's
got a good teacher."
Palmer should be ready for
the trip tonight as the Falcons
travel to meet Eastern Michigan at 7:30.
"Eastern Michigan shut out
Western Reserve, but lost to
OU, 22-12," said Bellard. "We
should be better."
OU meet results were: Burkle
(BG) won by forfeit; Moran (OU)
over Clark (BG), 4-2; Carle(BG)
over Troutman (OU), 3-1; Hartman (BG) over DeSanto (OU),
4-3; Krlsko (BG) pinned Burkhard (OU); Moore (BG) over Witt
(OU), 4-1; Palmer (BG) and Martin (OU), draw; Bowman (BG)
over Cargould (OU), 7-6; Atttmonte (OU) over Lee (BG), 5-1.
Marshall meet results were:
Burkle (BG) over Cramp (M),
6-3; Clark (BG) pinned May (M);
Carle (BG) over Hodges (M), 6-0;
Hartman (BG) over Mahoon (M),
15-3; Krlsko (BG) over Kickens
(M), 8-7; Moore (BG) over Smith
(M), 8-2; Ross (BG) over Busby
(M), 9-4; Bowman (BG) pinned
Dreger (M); Lee (BG) pinned
Rine (M).

Reds Plan Survey
Of Stadium Locations

MAC Round-up
——

Palmer (167) didn't win, but he
didn't lose either. Entering the
OU match with a slightly pulled
leg muscle. Palmer battled on
even terms with Hiram Tournament champion Rick Martin. By
the third period. Palmer could
barely walk, but remained unscored upon this season as the
match ended in a 0-0 draw.
"The next time they meet,"
predicted Bellard, "Palmer will
win, and may even pin him."
Joe Krlsko (152) was given the
starting role when Moore moved
up to 160 pounds, and pinned
his opponent for a come-frombehind victory."Hegave evidence
of not being In top condition."
said Bellard, "but his skill
carried him through."
"The OU meet was one of our
toughest matches physically,"
said Bellard. "They are in good
condition and well-coached."
"Although we won," continued
the coach, "OU wasn't one of our
best matches. We seemed slower'
than usual. We were much quicker
against Marshall."
Palmer's leg kept him out of
the Marshall meet, but sophomore George Ross (167), after a
shakey start, defeated his opponent 9-4.
"Ross was very impressive,"
said Bellard, "and may be the

NEW YORK (AP) -- The
American Football League's 1965
Rookie Of The Year, Quarterback Joe Namath of the New York
Jets-, said yesterday he Is
"deeply concerned" about his
right knee and indicated he might
need additional surgery, a K a ■
Namath said he is going-tewee
a doctor about the knee. Awljf
he needs additional surgery, he
said he wants it done right away.
Namath said the knee did not
bother him in last Saturday's
AFL All Star game In which
he led the All Stars to a 30-19
victory over the Buffalo Bills.
But it tightened up on him
earlier in the week when he played
a couple of rounds of golf, he
said.
Namath had the damaged knee
operated on last January. During
the recent AFL season, he apparently had no trouble with the
knee.

For J972

Olympics

NEW YORK (AP)--The president of the United States Olympic Committee, Doug Roby of
Detroit, thinks that Detroit and
Salt Lake City will have difficulties in landing the 1972
Olympic games.
, Bidding against Detroit for the
summer games will be Munich,
Germany, Montreal and probably
Madrid-Barcelona. Competing
against Salt Lake City for the
winter games will be the Banff
area in Calgary, Canada, and Suppuro, Japan.
Roby said yesterday the bidding
for the winter games will be
"hotly contested" but that Detroit can not be considered a
favorite for the summer games
because the 1968 Plymplad will
be held in Mexico City.
Meanwhile, members of the
Utah Olympic Committee said
They don't expect to get the winter
games until 1980 or 1984.

NICK ALOI swishesd a clutch
hook shot with less than a.minute left to narrow the gap to
one point against Miami Saturday night. Scoreboard in the
background shows the score before the basket. Photo by Larry
Donald.
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'Skins 'Dismiss Falcons
By JOHN GUGGER
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green's improving
young Falcons continued their
basketball "schooling" Saturday
night while both learning and paying for the privilege.
It was Miami University that

held the degree in this one.
A near capacity crowd of 5,311
fans sat in on a 65-63 Redskin
victory that provided the hottest
night In Anderson Arena since
a crowd from Loyola made the
scene.
Somewhere along the way--the
pass out of bounds, a missed

fast break basket, or an unconverted foul shot--BG fell two
points shy.
Victory was in the offing,
though the Falcons could never
come up with the high bid.
Once, early in the second half,
BG rode a Rich Hendrix' lay-up
to a 39-37 edge. But before you

DESTINY RODE on the Miami side of things
as Nick Aloi's last second layup attempt just
missed the mark as did Al Dixon's follow-up
tip try, enabling Miami to eke out a 65-63 win
over the Falcons Saturday night. According to
photographer Larry Donald, Aloi guided his
attempt to the left in order to avoid the outstretched arm of Miami's Jim Patterson (55).
Donald said Dixon's tip attempt hung on the
edge of the rim momentarily before rolling off.

Swimmers Swamp Notre Dame
By JIM MEIGHAN
Assistant Sports Editor
The Bowling Green swimmers
swamped visiting Notre Dame
University 62-33, Saturday in
what turned out to be the best
Falcon effort of the season.
The 400- yard medley began
with the Irish in front and it
looked like it would be a long
afternoon for the Falcons. But
a great late effort by Bowling
Green freestyler Bill White gave
the Falcons thefirst seven points.
Captain John Lindahl kept the
momentum going as he splashed
the 200-yard freestyle in 1:54.7
to capture first for the BG cause.
Mike Sunberg, who has been
looking better every appearance
since recovering from a shoulder
seperation, sprinted to a close
first in the 50- yard freestyle.
Jim Lehman, another BG
sprinter, was third just 3 tenths
of a second behind Sundgerg's
winning time of 23.4.
Coach Tom Stubbs put all of
BG's hopes in the 200-yard individual medley on Ted Witt,
the only man he entered. The
powerful
sophomore came
through with a big five points
and the win in 2:11.3.
Diver John Sherwin extended

his winning streak to three, as
he took the diving competition
with a score of 193.09.
Pete Rees and Witt teamed
up for a one-two finish in the
200-yard butterfly. Rees came
out the victor as he knocked
almost four seconds off his pre-

vious best clocking. Rees's winning time of 2:11.4 came as
he outs warn Witt in the last
two lengths to win.
White, anchorman on the medley relay, and Sunberg, 50yard freestyle, battled to another
Falcon sweep in the 100- yard
freestyle. White touched out
Sundberg to come back after a
bad turn in the close finish.
Pat Duthie, sophomore, was
second in the 200- yard backstroke for the Falcons. Duthie
lost the lead after hitting his
head on the wall during the first
turn, and couldn't catch Notre
Dame's top backstroker, who won
in 2:14.6.
Notre Dame claimed its only
other win in the contest in the
500-yard freestyle event, with
John Stoltz topping BG's Lindahl.

CAPTAIN JOHN LINDAHL
poses with swimming coach
Tom Stubbs. Lindahl copped
the 200-yard freestyle against
Notre Dame in a time of 1:54.7.

TEACH IN NIGERIA OR GHANA
It's possible: - - If you...
1. Are a graduate with a strong major in one of the following:
a. Chemistry, b. Physics, c. Biology, d. Engineering,
e. Mathematics, f. French, g. Home Economics, or have
a Master's Degree in English
2. Are a U.S. citizen, in good health. less than 55 years of
age, desire to teach at the secondary school or junior
college level.
3. Are single; or married with no more than one under
school age child.
If interested, please write to:
TEACHERS FOR WEST AFRICA PROGRAM
Eliza bet ht own College
Ellzabethtown, Pennsylvania 17022

Ron Wood won a nip and tuck
battle with his Notre Dame opponent in the 200-yard freestyle.
Wood came out victorious in
2:24.1.
The 400-yard freestyle relay
team of Lehman Lindahl, Sunbergi and Pflefer fought off a
fast closing Notre Dame foursome to win the final event in
3:36.5.

could say Rip Van Winkle, Miami
had moved back on top for good.
Miami guarded a scanty advantage in the late stages like the
Brinks' boys quard money.
With a little over two minutes
left, Albert Dixon hit two quick
buckets to cut the Miami lead
to 62-60.
Jerry
Fisher,
fouled as
Bowling Green tried for possession, calmly dropped home two
free throws to hike the 'Skin
advantage to 64-60.
A free-throw by Rich Hendrix
and a circus lay-up by Nick
Aloi cut the margin to 64-63.
When Fisher was fouled and
missed th> irst of a one-andone situati ., BG's Bob Van Poppel grabbed the rebound and the
Falcons called time out with
14 seconds left.
Aloi took the pass-in and drove
straight up the middle. His layup
from close range slithered off
the rim while a tip attemp by
Dixon also missed. Miami grabbed the rebound and Fisher made
a free throw with one second
left for the final score.
"Bowling Green came to play,"
said Miami coach Dick Shrider.
"Their rough schedule has helped them. Maybe when you're
getting beaten as badly as they
were you wouldn't think so, but
look at them out there tonight.
That's why they won two in a
row on the road."
Miami jumped off to a 22-13
lead in the first half on the
shooting of Jim Patterson and
Jerry Pierson. Bowling Green
then ran off nine points in a
row to know the score. But by
the half Miami had moved back
to a 30-27 advantage.
The Redskins were hampered
by the loss of guard Phil Snow,
a 16-point-a-game man.
Snow wrenched his knee with
six minutes to go in the first
half when he tried to break up
a full-court pass. He was helped off the court and did not return to action. The injury will
force him out of Miami's next
two games.

"Losing Snow would ce-„(1
hurt them," said Bowlin "^

Pierson, the leaderanrt,..
on»well.dnl,edc&
void created by sKilS
-d led Mian/in £j*g
19 points. Patterson had3 £
-ttrUi average, whUe^
Bowling
was led byy Hen
drix
with ,Green
4 tallies. caa »J
iams, playing one of his Z,
games of the season, sco^
13 points and turned ta , f£
floor game with numerous
steak
Twice Williams1 steals led ,„'
easy two-pointers for BG.
Dixon was the other'FHICOU
in double figures with 11 point,
In addition. Dixon grabbed 24re-'
bounds while limiting 24 field
goals.
Miami's 17 of 26 free throws
to BG's .15 of 20 provided the
margin of victory.

Clay Sees 4 Fights
CHICAGO (AP) -Heavyweight
Champion Cassius Clay says he
hopes to have four title fights
this year, and may announce
his first opponent today.
Clay, who celebrated his 24th
birthday yesterday, said his four
possible opponents for the year
are Doug Jones of New York,
Ernie Terrell of Chicago, George
Chuvalo of Toronto and Brian
London of England.
At present, Clay considered
Jones as the leading contender
to get the first crack at the title.
The champion said Jones has
moved ahead of Terrell because
Terrell "wants all the money."
Jones lost a disputed ten-round
decision to Clay on a non-title
bout in March 1963.
Clay also has announced that
he has hired former Heavyweight
Champion Joe Louis to work with
him as a trainer and adviser.

Frosh Fall, 75-66
By TOM HINE
Sports Writer
If you think that Warren Scholler's crew of cagers is having
it rough, consider for a moment
the plight of the freshman basketball team, headed by coachRobert
Conibear.
Saturday night the frosh
dropped their third straight MidAmerican Conference decision,
a 75-66 loss to the Miami frosh.
The Falcons fell behind in the
early stages of the game, mainly
because of inability to score
from the field.
Over six minutes were gone
in the first half before forward
Mark Hoffman tallied BG's first
field goal. After that the Fakon
offense looked respectable and
BG climbed to within one point,

16-15, with 9:35 to go to the
half.
The Redskins never relinquished their lead, however. At
halftime Miami was in front by
a 39-37 margin.
Second half action saw Miami
control the game, as they moved
to a 55-43 advantage in the opening five minutes of play. The
Bowling Green frosh were unable
to narrow the gap by less than
12 points
until the closing
minutes, as the game ended with
Miami on top, 75-66.
Leading the Falcon score*
was guard Dick Rudgers. *J
24 points. A distant seconI «•
Mark Hoffman with, 1U*J
Judson Boley finished wtthW.
six of which cameonfreethrow
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